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Channel-specific angular distributions of HCl and CH 3 products
from the reaction of atomic chlorine with stretch-excited methane

Zee Hwan Kim, Hans A. Bechtel, and Richard N. Zarea)

Department of Chemistry, Stanford University, Stanford, California 94305-5080

~Received 12 April 2002; accepted 21 May 2002!

A beam containing methane and molecular chlorine is expanded into a vacuum where the methane
is excited with two quanta of C–H stretching~one quantum each in two of the four C–H bonds!.
The reaction is initiated by fast Cl atoms generated by photolysis of Cl2 at 355 nm, and the resulting
CH3 and HCl products are detected in a state-specific manner using resonance-enhanced
multiphoton ionization. Speed-dependent spatial anisotropies (bprod) of HCl and CH3 products
allow identification of three major product channels. They are in order of importance:~a! HCl (v
50)1CH3 @n1 ~symmetric stretch! or n3 (asymmetric stretch)51#; ~b! HCl (v51)1CH3

@n2(umbrella bend)51)]; and~c! HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151). The CH3 (v50) product cannot be
detected, and the HCl (v52) product is minor. Channels~a! and ~c! proceed in a vibrationally
adiabatic manner, whereas channel~b! appears to involve the nonadiabatic interaction involving the
low frequency bending mode in methane that correlates to the bending mode in the methyl radical
product. The angular distributions differ markedly for the three product channels. This behavior is
explained by the propensity for reactive collisions involving H-atom transfer along the line of
centers and the difference in the cones of acceptance. The rotational angular momentum vector of
the HCl (v51, J51) product is aligned perpendicular to the line of centers, which is consistent
with an impulsive energy release along the line of centers. Our results clearly demonstrate that the
direct and local mode picture of the chemical reaction remains largely valid, which connects
vibrational excitation to the scattering dynamics. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Because polyatomic molecules have more than
mode of vibration, it is important to compare one vibration
mode of the reagent to another in influencing reactivity a
in controlling product state distributions in bimolecular rea
tions. The concepts of mode and bond selectivity have b
experimentally examined in only a few simple reaction s
tems thus far,1,2 and much work remains to be done to e
plore this topic.

We have investigated the reaction of atomic chlor
with vibrationally excited methane. This reaction provides
excellent opportunity to explore the above-mentioned
pects of a vibrationally activated reaction. The Cl1CH4 re-
action produces CH3, a polyatomic product, so that we ca
investigate the vibrational energy disposal among the vib
tional modes of ‘‘old bonds’’ (CH3) as well as the ‘‘new
bond’’ ~HCl!. As in the case of the reaction of H atoms wi
vibrationally excited H2O,3,4 recent work on the reaction o
Cl atoms with stretch-excited CH4 shows that the reactivity
enhancement upon vibrational excitation is localized in
C–H bond.5 Furthermore, Kimet al. have reported strong
mode specificity and bond selectivity in the reaction
atomic chlorine with methane~CH4, CH2D2, and CHD3!
excited to its first C–H stretch overtone. Only the activa
C–H bond within the partially deuterated methane takes

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic
zare@stanford.edu
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in the reaction, and the pattern of the vibrational excitation
the methyl radical indicates that the reaction proceeds w
out major energy redistribution of the initial vibrational mo
tion of the methane reagent.

In this paper, we report the results of a more detai
investigation of the reaction,

Cl1CH4~n352!→HCl1CH3, ~1!

in which the methane is prepared in its asymmetric stre
vibration, one quantum each in two of its four C–H oscill
tors. The focus of this study is twofold. First, we investiga
the correlated vibrational energy partitioning between H
and CH3 products in order to probe how and where the init
vibrational energy is channeled. Second, the state-reso
differential cross sections and the product rotational polar
tion are studied to understand the scattering dynamics of
reaction. Our results lead us to propose a simple mode
explain the correlation of the angular distribution, the ene
release, and the rotational alignment of the HCl product.

II. BACKGROUND

A. IR spectroscopy of methane near 6000 cm À1

The first overtone transition of the triply degeneraten3

~asymmetric stretching! mode of methane is composed
A1 , F2 , and E symmetry species. Among them, only th
excited states withF2 symmetry@2n3(F2)# are allowed by
one-photon IR excitation. The stretching modes of CH4 have
il:
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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some bending character owing to the Fermi resonance
tween one stretching quantum and two bending quanta
fact, a rigorous description of this eigenstate require
polyad approach that takes into account the interactions
tween vibrational states.6,7 Extensive spectroscopic and th
oretical studies on this subject can be found in Refs. 6–11
particular, theoretical modeling of the IR spectra by Halon
and Child,9 and Halonen10 showed that the 2n3(F2) eigen-
state is dominated by C–H stretching local mode chara
that corresponds to the assignmentu1100;F2& ~one stretching
quantum in each of two C–H oscillators! with approximately
a 10% contribution from bending. Without a knowledge
methane reactivity associated with excitation of the bend
mode, the bending mode contribution to the 2n3(F2) eigen-
state could cause difficulty in interpreting the reactivity. R
cent results by Kimet al.,5 however, clearly show the domi
nant role of stretching character in the reaction of stret
excited methane with atomic chlorine.

B. Energetics

This reaction is slightly endothermic (DH0

5660 cm21), and the estimated reaction barrier is;1000
cm21 ~Ref. 12! ~see Fig. 1!. The 355 nm photolysis of Cl2

provides 12006100 cm21 of center-of-mass~CM! collision
energy (Ecoll), and the vibrational excitation of CH4 supplies
an extra 6000 cm21 of energy. Hence the total available e
ergy is 7200 cm21, which is well above the reaction thresh
old. Also shown in Fig. 1 are the energy levels of HCl a
CH3 products in various vibrational states@for CH3, the nor-
mal modes shown aren1 ~symmetric stretch, 3004 cm21!, n2

~umbrella bending, 610 cm21!, n3 ~asymmetric stretch, 3160
cm21!, andn4 ~deformation, 1400 cm21!#. The fundamental
vibrational frequencies of HCl and the C–H stretchi
modes of CH3 are close in energy~HCl, 2991 cm21; CH3,
n153004 cm21, n353160 cm21!. Also, then2 bend of CH3

and the reaction endothermicity are similar. Consequen

FIG. 1. Schematic energetics of the reaction Cl1CH4u1100;F2&→HCl
1CH3 . The collisional energy spread is represented by a Gaussian d
bution estimated using the formulas of van der Zandeet al. ~Ref. 35!. Also
shown on the right-hand side of the reaction coordinate are the fundam
frequencies of the CH3 normal modes superimposed on top of the vib
tional levels of HCl.
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the product channels HCl (v51)1CH3 ~n1 or n351! and
HCl (v52)1CH3 ~v50 or n251! have similar energetics
Likewise, the HCl (v51)1CH3 ~v50 or n251! and the
HCl (v50)1CH3 ~v1 or n351! channels are nearly isoen
ergetic. Figure 1 illustrates that this reaction presents an
teresting opportunity to compare the relative propensity
ward the nearly isoenergetic product channels.

C. Methodology

The procedures for obtaining the differential cross s
tions ~DCS!, the spatial anisotropies, and the angle-resolv
alignment were described in previous publications.13–15 We
present only a brief outline of the methods. The co
extracted time-of-flight~TOF! profiles taken with parallel
(I i) and perpendicular (I') photolysis polarization with re-
spect to the TOF axis can be converted to isotropicI iso5I i

12I' and anisotropicIaniso52(I i2I') components. The
isotropic component contains information on the laborat
speed distribution (ds/dvprod). This speed distribution can
be uniquely transformed into the DCS (ds/d cosu) with the
knowledge of the internal energy of the unobserved prod
The internal energy of the unobserved product~hereafter,
called co-product! can be determined by measuring the sp
tial anisotropy of the observed productbprod(v) which is
related to the kinematics of the photoinitiated reaction by

bprod~v !5bphotP2~cosuu!. ~2!

In Eq. ~2! P2 is the second-order Legendre polynomial,uu is
the angle between the center of mass~CM! velocity and the
product laboratory velocity, as determined uniquely by t
internal energies of the reagents, products, and the reac
enthalpy, andbphot is the spatial anisotropy associated wi
the photodissociation step for the Cl-atom precursor.16 The
bprod(v) for the HCl product in a particular ro-vibrationa
state contains information on the internal excitation of t
CH3 that is producedin coincidencewith that particular HCl
product. Likewise,bprod(v) of the state-selected CH3 prod-
uct has information on the internal energy of the HCl c
product. Therefore, these complementary measurement
veal detailed features of the correlated energy dispo
between HCl and CH3 products as well as providing infor
mation needed for converting the speed distribution to
DCS.

For the analysis and interpretation of the rotational p
larization of HCl (v51, J51), we use the stationary-targe
frame~STF!13 in which thez axis ~quantization axis! is par-
allel to the laboratory velocity of the product, and they axis
is defined to be normal to the scattering plane. The spa
averaging associated with the STF→LAB frame transforma-
tion partially washes out the off-diagonal moments@A1

(2)

~STF! and A2
(2) ~STF!# of the reaction product, and the de

gree of this averaging depends on the kinematics and the
scattering angle. On the other hand, theA0

(2) ~STF! moment
is not averaged out by the frame transformation. In our
periment, only 10% of the off-diagonal moments survive t
spatial averaging. In spite of repeated attempts, it was
possible to obtain TOF profiles with sufficient signal-to-noi
ratio to extract all the moments. Therefore, we neglect

ri-

tal
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off-diagonal contributions in our analysis of the rotation
alignment HCl (v51, J51) product. This simplification is
an excellent approximation for the forward and sideway sc
tered regions, but it becomes less rigorous in the backw
scattered direction.

III. EXPERIMENT

A 1:4:5 mixture of molecular chlorine~Matheson, re-
search grade, 99.999%!, methane~Matheson, research purity
99.999%!, and helium~liquid carbonic, 99.995%! gas is su-
personically expanded into the extraction region of a lin
Wiley–McLaren time-of-flight ~TOF! spectrometer unde
single-collision conditions. Photodissociation of Cl2 with lin-
early polarized 355 nm light produces fast~1.6 km/s!
ground-state (2P3/2) Cl atoms via the Cl2 C 1P(1u) –
X 1S(0g

1) transition with a spatial anisotropy,bphot521.16

Methane is excited to theu1100;F2& state ~Q-branch band
head! with 1.6 mm radiation. After a 60–100 ns time dela
for the reaction to occur, HCl or CH3 products are state
selectively ionized by 211 resonance-enhanced multiphot
ionization ~REMPI!. The resulting ions subsequently dri
along the TOF tube, and are detected by Chevron-type
crochannel plates. The reactive signal from the vibrationa
excited methane is distinguished from background~such as
HCl impurity and reactive signal from the ground-sta
methane! by subtracting the signal with and without IR e
citation on an every-other-shot basis.

The linearly polarized 355 nm photolysis beam is gen
ated by frequency tripling the fundamental of the Nd:YA
laser output~;100 mJ, PL9020, Continuum!. The IR radia-
tion at 1.6mm is obtained by parametrically amplifying~in a
LiNbO3 crystal! 3.3 mm radiation that was generated b
difference-frequency mixing of 1.06mm radiation~Nd:YAG
fundamental output! and the output of a dye laser~ND6000,
Continuum; LDS768, Exciton! in another LiNbO3 crystal.
The probe light for REMPI is generated by frequency do
bling ~in a BBO crystal! the output of a dye laser~FL2002,
Lambda Physik! pumped by a Nd:YAG laser~DCR-2A,
Spectra Physics!. For HCl detection, we use Excito
LDS489; for CH3 detection, we use an exciton DCM/LD69
mix. The photolysis, IR, and probe beams are focused
spatially overlapped with the supersonic expansion us
f.l.550 cm lenses.

The rotational distributions of the HCl products are o
tained by a method similar to that of Simpsonet al.15 For the
detection of HCl (v52) products, we use theR-branch lines
of the ~1, 2! band of the HClF 1D –X 1S1 transition.17 Cor-
rection factors that are needed to convert the integrated
nal to the population were determined by a separate
REMPI double resonance experiment on HCl (v50)
impurities present in our expansion~see the Appendix!.

A photoelastic modulator~PEM-80, Hinds Internationa
Inc.! flips the linear polarization direction of the photolys
laser between parallel and perpendicular to the TOF axis
an every-other-shot basis. The isotropicI iso5I i12I' and an-
isotropic Ianiso52(I i2I') components of the TOF profile
are used to extract the speed-dependent spatial anisotro
the productsbprod(v) by fitting these components to bas
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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functions generated by a Monte Carlo simulation. During
measurement of the alignment moment,A0

(2) ~STF!, of HCl
(v51, J51) products, the PEM is placed in the probe las
path, and the polarization of the photolysis beam is set p
pendicular to the TOF axis. The core-extracted TOF profi
with probe polarization parallel (I i

probe) and perpendicular
(I'

probe) to the TOF axis are recorded, and the isotrop
I iso

probe5I i
probe12I'

probe and the anisotropicIaniso
probe52(I i

probe

2I'
probe) components are used to extract the angle-resol

A0
(2) ~STF! moment after correcting for the hyperfine dep

larization (G(2)50.25).18

IV. RESULTS

A. HCl and CH 3 product state distributions

The product state distributions of HCl (v50), HCl (v
51), and HCl (v52) are shown in Fig. 2. We are unable
record the populations for HCl (v50, J50) and HCl (v
52, J50) states because of significant interference fr
HCl (v50, J50) impurities and because of the lack of a
isolated transition for detecting HCl (v52, J50) via the~1,
2! band of theF –X transition. Rotational distributions fo
each vibrational manifold are very cold. The rotational e
ergy only accounts for a small percentage of the total ene
available for the reaction~see Table I!. A slight decrease in
average rotational excitation with vibrational excitation
HCl is also observed. The vibrational branching obtained
integrating each of the rotational distributions shows t
most of the products are produced in HCl (v50) ~69.0%!
and HCl (v51) ~30.9%!, with an almost negligible~0.1%!
contribution from HCl (v52).

FIG. 2. Rotational distributions of HCl (v50), HCl (v51), and HCl (v
52) products. For HCl (v50, J50), the interference from the superson
cally cooled HCl (v50, J50) impurity prevented us from separating th
reaction signal from the background. For HCl (v52, J50) state, an ad-
equate transition was not available. The error bars represent 2sn21 of rep-
licate measurements.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Figure 3 presents the 211 REMPI spectrum of methy
radical products obtained using the 3pz

2 A29–X 2A29 transi-
tion. Two striking features of this spectrum are the near
sence of the 00

0 band and the appearance of a strong ban
59 903 cm21 corresponding to theQ-branch band head of th
symmetric stretching band (11

1).19,20 A short progression in
the umbrella bending mode~21

1 and 22
2 bands! is also evi-

dent. We estimate an upper bound of 3% for the popula
ratio of CH3 (v50) to CH3 (n251), using the calculated
ratio of Franck–Condon factors for 20

0 versus 21
1 transitions21

@q(20
0)/q(21

1)51.125#, together with the assumption that th
predissociation and ion-fragmentation rates associated
the 21

1 band 20
0 are the same.

B. Speed distributions and the spatial anisotropies of
CH3 and HCl products

Figure 4 shows the TOF profiles of CH3 obtained from
the 11

1 and 21
1 bands. The TOF profile of CH3 (n151) shows

a sharp peak near time zero, with broad features on b
sides. The speed distribution@Fig. 5~a!# is energetically al-
lowed for both HCl (v50) and HCl (v51) channels, but
the formation of HCl (v52) co-products is energetically no
possible. Figure 5~b! shows the measured spatial anisotro
of CH3 (n151) compared with the expected curve
b@v;HCl(v50)1CH3(n151)# and b@v;HCl(v51)
1CH3(n151)#. The spatial anisotropy follows th
b@v;HCl(v51)1CH3(n151)# curve at lower velocities,
whereas it converges to theb@v;HCl(v50)1CH3(n151)#

FIG. 3. 211 REMPI spectrum of the CH3 product via the 3pz–X transi-
tion. Also shown are the band assignments and the expected position o
00

0 band. The increased noise near the 00
0 band position is caused by th

large resonant background signal at the 00
0 band originating from the

ground-state reaction@Cl1CH4 (v50)→HCl1CH3 (v50)# that gener-
ates mostly vibrationless methyl products, which does not depend on
presence of IR radiation.

TABLE I. Vibrational state branching ratio and the average rotatio
energies.

n
Relative vibrational state

population~%! Average rotational energy~cm21!

0 69.0 213
1 30.9 79
2 0.1 73
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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curve at higher velocities. From the measured spatial ani
ropy, the speed distribution shown in Fig. 5~a! is decom-
posed into contributions from the HCl (v50) and HCl (v
51) channels@see Fig. 5~c!#. The low-speed component o
the CH3 (n151) product is mostly produced with HCl (v
51), and the high-speed one corresponds to the HClv
50) co-product. Figure 6 shows a similar analysis for t
CH3 (n251) product. The measured spatial anisotro
closely follows the curveb@v;HCl(v51)1CH3(n251)#
throughout the entire velocity range. We conclude that
CH3 (n251) product is produced almost exclusively wi
the HCl (v51) product.

Figure 7 shows the isotropic and anisotropic compone
of the core-extracted TOF profiles of HCl (v51, J51) @Fig.
7~a!# and HCl (v50, J55) @Fig. 7~b!# obtained using the
R(1) line of F –X ~1, 1! band and theR(5) line of theF –X
~0, 0! band, respectively. The signal-to-noise ratio preven
us from obtaining TOF profiles of HCl (v52) products.
TOF profiles of HCl (v51) in higher rotational states (J
54,5) show only slight variations in shape~not shown!. The
acquisition of the TOF profiles of HCl (v50) product is
primarily limited by interference from the rotationally col
HCl (v50) impurity background. Only the HCl (v50)
products with J.4 have a large enough signal-to
background ratio to permit us to obtain the TOF profiles
HCl (v50) products. The speed distribution and the spa
anisotropy of the HCl (v51, J51) products are shown in
Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!, respectively. Figure 8~b! compares the
spatial anisotropy of HCl (v51, J51) with the expected
curves for different modes of methyl co-product vibration
excitation. From the methyl radical REMPI spectrum~shown
in Fig. 3!, we rule out the presence of ground-state C3

co-products; hence, it is not included in the plot. The m

the

he

FIG. 4. Isotropic and anisotropic components of the core-extracted T
profiles of ~a! CH3 (n151) and ~b! CH3 (n251). The open circles and
squares are the isotropic and anisotropic components of the measured
profiles, whereas the solid lines are the results of the fit.
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sured spatial anisotropy follows the curve that is expected
CH3(n251). However, there is a slight, yet reproducib
deviation from the curve corresponding to the HCl(v51)
1CH3(n251) channel around the speed range 1–1.5 km
Complementary measurements~shown in Fig. 5! on the me-
thyl radical product indicate the existence of HCl(v51)

FIG. 5. ~a! Speed distribution of CH3 (n151) ~open circles!. ~b! Spatial
anisotropy of the CH3 (n151) product compared with the expected curv
for HCl (v50)1CH3(n151) ~dotted line! and HCl (v51)1CH3 (n1

51) ~solid line! subchannels.~c! Deconvolution of the speed distributio
into two subchannel contributions; HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151) ~solid circles
with solid line! and HCl (v50)1CH3 (n151) ~open squares with dotted
line!.

FIG. 6. The spatial anisotropy~open circles! of CH3 (n251) compared with
the expected curves for HCl (v51) ~solid line! and HCl (v50) ~dotted
line! co-products.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
r

s.

1CH3(n151). Hence, we attribute this deviation to a sm
contribution from HCl(v51)1CH3(n151).22 We estimate
an upper bound for this contribution to be 10% of the to
HCl (v51) product. Figure 9 shows the speed distributi
and the spatial anisotropy of the HCl (v50, J55) product.
The measured spatial anisotropy of the HCl (v50, J55)

FIG. 7. Isotropic~open circles! and anisotropic~open squares! components
of the core-extracted TOF profiles of~a! HCl (v51, J51) and ~b! HCl
(v51, J55) products, together with the result of the fit~solid lines!.

FIG. 8. ~a! Speed distribution and~b! spatial anisotropy of the HCl (v
51, J51) products~open circles!. The measured spatial anisotropy is com
pared with the expected curves corresponding to the different mode
vibrational excitation of methyl co-products: umbrella bending~thick solid
line!, in-plane deformation~thin dotted line!, symmetric stretching~thick
dashed–dotted line!, and asymmetric stretching~thin solid line!. The error
bars represent 2sn21 of replicate measurements.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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product closely follows the curves that correspond ton151
or n351 excited methyl radical within the entire spee
range, which is in agreement with the result of the measu
ment of the CH3 (n151) product. We conclude that most o
the HCl (v50) products are produced in coincidence w
the CH3 ~n1 or n351! products.

In summary, from the measurements of the spa
anisotropies of both HCl and CH3 products, we identify the
following three product channels~in order of importance!:

Cl1CH4u1100;F2&→HCl~v50!1CH3~n1 or n351!,
~3a!

→HCl~v51!1CH3~n251!, ~3b!

→HCl~v51!1CH3~n151!, ~3c!

which hereafter are called channels~a!, ~b!, and~c!.

C. State-resolved differential cross sections

Figure 10 presents the DCSs for the HCl (v50) and
HCl (v51) products obtained from analyses of the spe
distributions of HCl and CH3 products. The DCS for channe
~c! is obtained from the deconvoluted speed distribution
the HCl(v51)1CH3(n151) channel shown in Figs. 5~a!–
5~c!. The differential cross sections show dramatic chan
specificity: channel~a! shows side/back scattering; chann
~b! shows side scattering; channel~c!, which is almost a
thermoneutral channel, shows forward scattering. The D
for channels~b! and~c! decrease sharply in intensity near t
scattering angle, cosu;0.6. In later sections, we will show
that this cutoff in the angular distribution is consistent w
the picture of impulsive energy release along the line of c
ters.

It is worthwhile to compare our DCSs with those of HC
products from the reaction Cl1CH4 ~n351 or u1000;F2&
in local mode notation!.15 The reaction channels C

FIG. 9. Results of the analysis on the HCl (v50, J55) TOF profile.~a!
The speed distribution.~b! The spatial anisotropy is compared with variou
modes of CH3 excitations. Same notations are used as in Fig. 8.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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1CH4u1000;F2&→HCl(v51)1CH3(v50) and Cl1CH4

u1100;F2&→HCl(v51)1CH3(n151) @channel ~c!# have
almost the same impulse energy release. Both channels
forward scattered. A similar parallelism also exists betwe
the DCSs of Cl1CH4u1000;F2&→HCl(v50)1CH3(v
50 or n251) and of Cl1CH4u1100;F2&→HCl(v50)
1CH3(n1 or n351) @channel~a!#. This behavior is an indi-
cation that only one of the two activated C–H bonds actua
participates in the reaction.

D. Rotational polarization of the HCl „vÄ1, JÄ1…
product

The scattering-angle resolved alignment momentA0
(2)

~STF! for the HCl (v51, J51) product is obtained from the
R(1) line of the HClF –X ~1, 1! band. Figures 10~a! and
10~b! show the isotropicI iso

probe and anisotropicIaniso
probe compo-

nents of the TOF profile of HCl (v51, J51). The poor
signal-to-noise ratio of the anisotropic component is pa
caused by the severe hyperfine depolarization of HClv
51, J51) that washes out 75% of the initially prepare
alignment. From the procedures described in Secs. II C
III, the A0

(2) ~STF! moment was obtained as a function of th
CM scattering angle, and the results are presented in
11~c!. Overall, theA0

(2) ~STF! moments are positive for mos
scattering angles, and they converge to zero in the backw
scattering region. A positive value ofA0

(2) ~STF! corresponds
to a preference for theJHCl vector to point parallel or anti-
parallel to the laboratory velocity vector.

FIG. 10. Differential cross sections of the three identified channels.~a!
HCl (v50)1CH3 (n1 or n351), ~b! HCl (v51, J51)1CH3 (n251),
and~c! HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151). To obtain the DCS for channel~b!, the
contribution from channel~c! was removed from the speed distribution o
HCl (v51, J51). The error bars represent 2sn21 of replicate measure-
ments.
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V. DISCUSSION

A. Rotational excitation of the products

In Sec. IV A, we showed that only a small percentage
energy is channeled into product rotation and most of
energy is deposited in either vibration or translation. T
HCl (v50) products are exclusively formed via reactio
channel~a! and HCl (v51) products are formed mostly vi
channel~b! with a small contribution from channel~c!, as
was shown in Sec. IV B. Therefore the rotational distributi
for HCl (v50) represents the dynamics of channel~a!. In
the same way, the rotational distribution for HCl (v51) rep-
resents almost exclusively the behavior of channel~b!.

The rotational distribution for HCl (v50) @channel~a!#
products shows a remarkable similarity to that of the H
(v50) products from the Cl1CH4u1000;F2&→HCl (v
50)1CH3 ~v50 or n2! reaction. The rotational distribution
for HCl (v51) products@mostly via channel~b!# shows a
somewhat colder distribution than that of HCl (v50) prod-
ucts. The HCl (v52) rotational distribution is even colde
than those of HCl (v50) and HCl (v51) products, and it is
primarily restricted by the available energy for the HClv
52) channel.

Owing to insufficient spectroscopic information on th

FIG. 11. ~a! Isotropic I iso
probe5I i

probe12I'
probe and ~b! anisotropic Ianiso

probe

52(I i
probe2I'

probe) components~thin solid lines! of the TOF profile of HCl
(v51, J51), together with the result of fit~thick solid lines!. Photolysis
polarization is fixed at the perpendicular geometry.~c! Result of analysis,
angle-resolvedA0

(2) ~STF! moment shown as a function of the scatterin
angle, after correcting for the hyperfine depolarization. The error bars
resentsn21 of replicate measurements.
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1 bands, caused by unresolved rotational lines,
were unable to obtain the rotational distribution of the C3
product. We argue, however, that the rotational distribut
of the methyl radical is also cold. Assuming that an impu
is released along the reactive C–H bond, a slightly bent tr
sition state of Cl–H–CH3 will cause both HCl and CH3 to
rotate. However, because the center of mass of CH3 is lo-
cated at the central carbon atom, CH3 should have less
torque imparted on it than HCl. Consequently, the degree
rotational excitation should be less for CH3 than for HCl.

It is tempting to associate the observed cold rotatio
distributions with the collinear transition state geometry
the hydrogen abstraction reaction. However, the model
cently proposed by Picconattoet al.23 warns that this conclu-
sion may not be valid. They propose that the observed c
rotational distributions of the HCl product in Cl1CH4 and in
related Cl1R–H ~R5C2H5, C3H6 , etc.! systems are a con
sequence of the heavy–light–heavy kinematics rather t
the linearity of the transition state geometry. Our rotation
distributions are within the proposed kinematic limit, provi
ing credibility to the model. However, the rotational distr
butions are distinctly different for the nearly isoenerge
channels~a! and ~b!. This behavior indicates that the rota
tional distribution is not completely determined by the kin
matics. We propose an explanation in terms of a differenc
the cone of acceptance. If we assume that the dominan
activity associated with channel~a! is caused by the loose
transition state than that of channel~b!, it is likely that chan-
nel ~a! has a wider cone of acceptance, which allows a lar
torque to be exerted on the HCl (v50) product. In compari-
son, channel~b! is less favored~tighter transition state!, and
therefore has a narrower cone of acceptance, which lead
a colder rotational distribution. In addition, an increas
cone of acceptance for channel~a! influences the differentia
cross section, as we discuss in Sec. V C. Overall, we bel
that the rotational distributions of HCl products are det
mined by the interplay of the heavy–light–heavy kinemat
and the geometrically restricted reaction dynamics throu
its cone of acceptance.

B. Product channels

From the results shown in the preceding sections, i
clear that a general feature of this vibrationally enhanc
reaction is that only one of the two activated C–H bonds
strongly coupled to the reaction coordinate, whereas
other activated C–H bond is more or less a spectator. T
picture is borne out by the following observations. Fir
from the REMPI spectrum of CH3 we found no detectable
ground-state methyl radical. Instead, we observed the s
metric stretching band. Second, the vibrational state distr
tion of HCl indicates a negligible amount of HCl (v52)
product. Such products can only occur by extracting t
C–H stretching quanta from two spatially separated C
(v51) oscillators, which is an unfavorable pathway for
direct reaction. Third, all of the HCl (v50) products are
produced in coincidence with CH3 ~n1 or n351! @channel
~a!#, and some of the HCl (v51) products are produced wit
CH3 (n151) @channel~c!#. In both channels, the vibrationa

p-
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state of the methyl radical product arises from the dir
projection of the motion of the vibrationally excited met
ane. Finally, a striking parallelism exists in the DCSs b
tween the Cl1CH4u1000;F2&→HCl (v50,1)1CH3 ~v50
or n251! and Cl1CH4u1100;F2&→HCl (v50,1)1CH3

(n1 or n351! reactions.15,22 From these experimental obse
vations, we conclude that a majority@;73%; channels~a!
and ~c!# of the reaction proceeds without energy redistrib
tion of the excited C–H bonds.

The product channel~b! HCl (v51)1CH3 (n251) that
accounts for approximately 27% of the reaction cannot
explained by a simple, adiabatic picture. In this channel, t
C–H stretch quanta~6000 cm21! of CH4 are directed into
HCl vibration ~2991 cm21! and translation~2400 cm21!,
leaving the CH3 product in the umbrella bending mode~606
cm21! state. An analogous experiments on Cl1CH2D2

~Refs. 5 and 24! also show the same behavior, indicating th
energy flow is restricted between the two initially excit
C–H bonds. One peculiar aspect of this channel is the do
nant excitation of the umbrella bending mode in CH3 (n2

51), instead of the ground state CH3. One explanation can
be given in terms of the possible role of low-frequency be
ing mode character either originally present in the eigens
of CH4 we prepare,10 or excited via interaction with the C
atom. According to Corchadoet al.,25 then4 mode of CH4 is
closely coupled to the reaction coordinate and adiabatic
correlated to then2 ~bending! mode of the CH3 product.
Classically, this correlation is equivalent to the geome
change from the pyramidal structure of CH3 moiety in the
transition state to the planar methyl radical product. If
assume that the low-frequency bending mode of CH4 facili-
tates the interbond coupling, the products from this nona
batic channel will show an enhanced production of the lo
frequency bending modes, i.e., the dominant excitation of
umbrella bending mode of the CH3 product.

Partial breakdown of the spectator bond limit has be
observed in systems such as Cl1HCN and Cl1H2O,26,27

where the breakdown is ascribed to either the formation
long-lived complex or a fast entrance channel interaction
recent theoretical model by Fairet al.28 suggests that this
entrance channel interaction could be particularly signific
for molecules with degenerate vibrations such as H2O or
CH4. We find that the reaction Cl1CH4u1100;F2& proceeds
largely via vibrationally adiabatic pathways, but some no
diabatic coupling is likely occurring in channel~b!.

C. Channel-specific differential cross sections

As shown in Fig. 9, the angular distributions differ si
nificantly for each HCl product channel. The HCl (v50)
1CH3 ~n1 or n351! channel~a! is side and backward sca
tered, the HCl (v51)1CH3 (n251) channel ~b! is side
scattered, and the HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151) channel~c! is
forward scattered. In this section, we account for
channel-specific DCSs in terms of a simple hard sph
model. It has been shown that the H-atom abstraction re
tion that involves transfer of the H atom away from the ce
ter of mass of the polyatomic reagent prefers collisions w
high impact parameters. This so-called periphe
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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dynamics29–31 is a consequence of~1! the direct, localized
reactivity of the polyatomic reagent,~2! a narrow cone of
acceptance around the reactive bond, and~3! the fact that the
H atom is far from the center of mass of the polyatom
reagent. On the other hand, a wide cone of acceptance fo
reaction will result in an approximately uniform, nonperip
eral opacity function. We model the opacity function as fo
lows:

P~b;w,n!5~12w!bn1w if b<1,

50 if b.1, ~4!

whereb is the reduced impact parameter~we set the maxi-
mum impact,bmax, as 1!. The parameterw describes the
difference in reactivity between collisions of maximum a
minimum impact parameter. Ifw51, the reaction does no
have any preference toward high-impact parameter and
responds to a simple hard sphere collision~nonperipheral
opacity function!. On the other hand,w50 represents the
maximum differential reactivity between the lowest and t
highest impact parameters~peripheral opacity function!. The
parametern determines how fast the reactivity converges
the baseline as we move toward lower impact parame
~see Fig. 12!. In modeling and interpreting DCSs, we use t
parameterw as a measure of the width of the cone of acce
tance. Also, we assume that the C–H bond is broken and
impulse is released when Cl and H–CH3 are in hard-sphere
contact. The quasiclassical trajectory calculation by Lev
and co-workers31 on the Cl1CH4 (n351) reaction shows
the one-to-one correspondence between the impact param
and the scattering angle expected for hard-sphere collisi
In this reaction, the mass of the H atom is much smaller th
the masses of Cl and CH3. Therefore, for simplicity’s sake
we assume that there is an exchange of momentum betw
the collision partners, but not a change in mass, i.e.,
reduced mass of the reagents and the products are the s
The collision of two structureless, hard spheres,A1B, with
collision radiusd and the impact parameterb causes the ex-
change of momenta along the line of centers~d̂, unit vector!
of the two collision partners@see Fig. 13~a!#:

FIG. 12. Model opacity functions@see Eq.~3!# for the description of periph-
eral dynamics:~a! Peripheral opacity function~w50.2 andn53, solid line!,
~b! nearly uniform opacity function~w50.8 andn53, dotted line!, and~c!
hard-sphere opacity function~dashed–dotted line!.
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pW 85pW 2@pW •d̂1A~pW •d̂!212mDE#d̂, ~5!

where pW 5pW A52pW B and pW 85pW A852pW B8 are the CM mo-
menta before and after the collision, respectively. In Eq.~5!
DE is the kinetic energy release upon contact, andm is the
reduced mass of the collision partners. Equation~5! leads to
an expression for the scattering angle as a function of imp
parameter that is identical to that of the DIPR~direct inter-
action with product repulsion! model proposed in the contex
of charge-transfer reactions.32–34

cosu5 p̂8• p̂5
1

k
@sin2 a2cosaAk22sin2 a#, ~6!

where k5(11DE/E0)1/2, E05p2/2m, and sina5b/d. A
few points regarding Eq.~6! are in order. For a thermoneutra
channel (DE50), Eq. ~6! reduces to the well-known for
mula for hard-sphere elastic scattering, cosu52(b/d)221.
The minimum scattering angle cosumin for a given impulse,
DE is achieved with maximum impact parameter@see Fig.
13~b!, a5p/2, b5bmax#:

cosumin51/A11DE/E0. ~7!

FIG. 13. Hard sphere impulse release model.~a! Collision with impact
parameterb, the collision diameterd defines the contact angle,a. The im-
pulse is released along the line of centers, to give the final scattering a
u. ~b! Near-miss collisions lead to the minimum deflection angle, cosumin

51/(11DE/E0)1/2, which is determined by the ratio between the impulsi
energy release and the initial collision energy.
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Note that cosumin is dependent only on the relative amou
of the impulsive energy release, and Eq.~7! suggests that a
minimum deflection trajectory is a result of a simple~or-
thogonal! vector sum of the velocity vectors associated w
impulse release (pW imp) and the elastic components (pW 0).
With a negligible impulse release, it is possible to ha
forward-scattered products. However, with significant i
pulse release, a minimum amount of deflection is required
general, the impulse need not be released at the time of h
sphere contact, in which case the limiting behavior of t
scattering angle does not necessarily hold. The differen
cross section can be readily obtained by the following re
tionship:

ds

d cosu
52pbP~b!S d cosu

db D 21

. ~8!

Figure 14 compares differential cross sections from
model with the experimental data. In modeling the DCSs,
used the parameters for the opacity functions,w50.8 ~flat-
top! for channel~a! and w50.2 ~peripheral type! for chan-
nels ~b! and ~c!, with n53 for all three channels~see Fig.
12!. Overall, our model successfully captures the general
tures of each channel for the~a! HCl (v50)1CH3 ~v1 or
v351! and ~b! HCl (v51)1CH3 (n251) channels, a sig-
nificant impulse is released into product translation (DE/E0

;2), which deflects the trajectory of the product away fro
the initial direction, leading to side and back scattering;
the thermoneutral channel,~c! HCl (v51)1CH3(n151),
little impulsive energy release occurs. Therefore, the prop
sity for collisions with high-impact parameters leads to fo
ward scattering. Both the DCSs of channels~a! and~b! show
a sharp drop in intensity near cosu50.6. This behavior is in
remarkable agreement with the predicted minimum scat
ing angle, cosumin50.59 for channel~a! and cosumin50.64

le,

FIG. 14. Comparison of the measured DCSs~solid circles! and the model
DCS ~solid lines! for three major channels, ~a! HCl (v50)
1CH3 (n1 or n351), ~b! HCl (v51, J51)1CH3 (n251), and ~c!
HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151). For~a!, the dashed line corresponds to the ca
with a peripheral (w52) opacity function. The arrows in~a! and ~b! indi-
cate the minimum deflection angles expected from cosumin51/(1
1DE/E0)1/2.
 license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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for channel~b!, which is consistent with our hypothesis th
the H-atom abstraction occurs along the line of centers.
rupture of the C–H bond before or after the hard sph
contact leads to larger or smaller limiting scattering ang
respectively.

The angular distribution for channel~a! is better mod-
eled by a ‘‘flattop’’ (w50.8) opacity function than by opac
ity function of the peripheral (w50.2) type~see Figs. 12 and
14!. On the other hand, channels~b! and~c! can be modeled
by the same peripheral opacity function (w50.2). We con-
clude that the cone of acceptance for channel~a! is signifi-
cantly wider than those for channels~b! and ~c!. In other
words, this reaction channel has a more relaxed~looser!
transition-state geometry. An increased cone of accepta
necessarily causes the opacity function to be less periph
which leads to an increased probability for the reaction w
low impact parameters. This hypothesis of relaxed transiti
state geometry for channel~a! is also consistent with the
slightly hotter rotational distribution for channel~a! than for
channel~b!, as discussed in Sec. V A. It is worth while t
note that the DCS for the vibrationally nonadiabatic chan
~b! is consistent with our hard-sphere impulse release mo
and has a narrow cone of acceptance for the reaction.
consistency, together with the cold rotational distribution,
dicates that the transition state for this channel is restricte
be collinear and the vibrational energy is redistributed inst
taneously.

In summary, the overall agreement of our model with t
data confirms the picture that the rupture of C–H bond
curs along the line of centers at the point of hard sph
contact. The observed channel specificity of DCS res
from the combined effect of the differences of cone of a
ceptance and the degree of impulse release that deflect
trajectory away from the forward scattered region.

D. Rotational polarization of the HCl „vÄ1, JÄ1…
product

If we assume that the rotational excitation of the prod
is caused by the torque imparted to the HCl moiety at
transition state, the distribution of the rotational angular m
mentum vector should be perpendicular to the impulse
lease direction. Furthermore, the distribution should be
lindrically symmetric with respect to the impulse relea
direction. For the HCl (v51, J51) product, this behavior is
represented by three alignment momentsA0

(2)(F),0,
A1

(2)(F)50, andA2
(2)(F)50, whereF stands for the refer-

ence frame, with thez axis parallel to the axis of cylindrica
symmetry. We consider the following three limiting cases
the cylindrical symmetry axis: it lies alonguCM , or along
uHCl , or along the line of centers (d̂). The symmetric
J-vector distribution around the vectoruCM or uHCl corre-
sponds to the cases when the HCl products are formed
the entrance channel or the exit channel, respectiv
whereas the symmetricJ distribution around the line of cen
ters corresponds to the formation of HCl along the line
centers. Figure 15 shows the comparison of these three c
in the STF frame with the observedA0

(2) ~STF! moment of
HCl (v51, J51). Our data shows good agreement with t
curve corresponding toA0

(2)(d̂)520.6. The agreement be
Downloaded 22 Apr 2004 to 171.64.124.7. Redistribution subject to AIP
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tween the model and the data is poor in the backward s
tered direction. This discrepancy likely is caused by interf
ence from the off-diagonal moments that we neglected in
analysis. The measured alignment moment of HCl (v51, J
51) again agrees with our picture that the H-atom trans
occurs along the direction of the line of centers.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have determined the correlated ene
disposal, and the product differential cross sections of
reaction Cl1CH4u1100;F2&→HCl1CH3. The internal en-
ergy distributions and the correlated energy disposal of H
and CH3 products show that the majority of the products a
formed without significant energy redistribution of the in
tially prepared motion of the CH4. We have also identified
the minor, vibrationally nonadiabatic channel HCl (v51)
1CH3(n251). We propose that the low-frequency bendi
mode character (n4) of CH4 promotes this nonadiabati

FIG. 15. Comparison of the measuredA0
(2) ~STF! alignment of HCl (v

51, J51) ~solid circles! and the expected STF moments of the three li
iting cases:A0

(2) (uHCl)520.6 ~thin solid line!, A0
(2) (uCM)520.6 ~dashed

line!, andA0
(2)(d̂)520.6 ~thick solid line!.

FIG. 16. Schematic for the observed channel-specific scattering behavi
atomic chlorine reacting with the first overtone excited methane:~a!
HCl (v50)1CH3 (n1 or n351), ~b! HCl (v51, J51)1CH3 (n251),
and ~c! HCl (v51)1CH3 (n151).
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channel. The angular distributions for three identified ch
nels and the scattering-angle-resolved rotational alignm
moment show that the H atom is transferred, and hence
pulse is released along the hard-sphere line-of-centers d
tion ~see Fig. 16!. Our results clearly demonstrate that t
direct and local mode picture of the chemical reaction
mains largely valid for the reaction involving vibrational
excited methane.
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APPENDIX: CORRECTION FACTORS FOR HCl F – X
„1, 2… TRANSITIONS

The correction factors for theF –X ~1, 2! transitions
were experimentally obtained by pumping a single HCl
tational line of thev52←v50 overtone transition with an
IR beam. Table II lists the ratios of the enhanced HClv
52, J) signal and the depleted HCl (v50, J8) signal that
were obtained using theF –X ~1, 2! and F –X ~0, 0! 211
REMPI schemes. These ratios are corrected for the dif
ence in UV probe power, and multiplied by the publish
correction factors for theF –X ~0, 0! transition.15 It must be
warned that due to the significant intensity-dependent
fragmentation, difference in power density or focusing co
dition of the REMPI laser beam can change the correc
factors.
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